
ESENTA
smart living

starts at your door



technology has made 

many aspects of our lives 

easier
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why hasn’t your door 
caught up ?

+ most doorbells as functional as the 

were a hundred years ago

+ and they are difficult to maintain, 

especially in apartment buildings
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Esenta
puts the ability to control your 

entrance remotely into the 
palm of your hand
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always be there 
for your visitors

+ see and talk to the person at your door 

wherever you are

+ if you like, you can let them in at the 

touch of a button

+ increased security thanks to wide angle 

hd camera
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never lock yourself 
out and keep access 

under control

+ replace your key with a wide 
selection of authentication 
methods

+ admit access to third parties at 
scheduled times and get notified 
when the door is opened
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always securely 
authenticated

single or multi factor authentication 
via:

+ QR Code

+ entering a Pin code

+ Fingerprint 

+ NFC on your phone or card 

+ Bluetooth
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easily configure and 
take control

+ easily configure a variable number 
of nameplates

+ administer access from your 
tablet, smartphone or desktop pc
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integration into
home automation

+ integrate Esenta into your smart 
home via open standards

+ benefit from cooperation of your 
smart device, e.g. open the garage 
door for the postman or automate 
your lighting 
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Esenta

the digital butler at your 
doorstep
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Unlocking the 
door to becoming 
a smart platform

outlook
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+ voice control

+ image recognition

+ addons: time-tracking, 

guest access, ...



Progress to 
date

Where are we now ?

2016

● Founded

● Initial 

prototypes

2017 2018

● Regulatory 

testing passed 

(CE)

● Preparation for 

volume 

production

● Beta phase 

starting July

● Product 

development 

finished

● First showcase 

at trade show
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What are we 
looking for?
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+ additional sales channels

+ product feedback

+ new team members



thank you 

and we hope to talk to you soon

thank you 
and we hope to talk to you soon !
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Short Term

target home-builders 
looking for versatility 

and high quality

Mid Term

apartment buildings

offices and blocks 
and businesses

additional products 
(standalone 

fingerreader)

Long Term

platform technology 
provider

Business What does the future bring?



Studie „Private Bauherren 
2015"

- 33% build a Smart 
Home

- security technology top 
priority

Bauherren-Studie 2017

- 57 % attach (very) 
great importance to 
smart home technology

- 25 % willing to invest 
more than 5000 €

- 7 % willing to invest 
more than 10 000 €

Market Demand is increasing
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